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synchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a connection-ori-
ented fast packet-switching protocol that has been
standardized for the broadband integrated services
digital network (B-ISDN). All types of user informa-

tion are carried in 53-byte cells (packets) consisting of a 5-
byte header and 48-byte information field. An ATM network
provides end-to-end transport of user cells along virtual con-
nections with a specified quality of service (QoS). The QoS is
the end-to-end network performance perceived by users for a
connection, characterized mainly in terms of the cell loss ratio
and cell delays. A range of voice, video, and data services are
supported above the ATM layer through a number of service-
specific ATM adaptation layers.

ATM exemplifies the fast packet-switching idea of stream-
lining the network protocol to enable high-throughput, low-
delay cell switching. For high-speed switching, the cell header
is simple and consists mainly of the virtual path/virtual chan-
nel identifier (VPI/VCI) fields to indicate the connection.
There are two additional header fields for control purposes: a
cell loss priority (CLP) bit to enable low loss priority (CLP =
1) cells to be discarded before high loss priority (CLP = 0)
cells, and a payload type (PT) field to identify different types
of cells. The PT field also allows explicit forward congestion
indication (EFCI), whereby a cell can indicate the presence or
absence of congestion somewhere along its route.

A number of common fields are notably absent from the
ATM cell header, such as sequence numbers, acknowledg-
ments, and error protection for the information field. The
simplicity is intentional in order to relay user cells through the
network with minimal processing delays. However, certain
header fields would be useful for the purposes of network
control and management. For example, cell sequence num-
bers would allow easy detection of cell loss, and time stamps
would allow measurements of cell delays. The absence of
these types of header fields has implications for network oper-
ations, which is becoming more important as ATM is being

deployed more widely. In the absence of useful header fields,
other means must be devised to support monitoring and con-
trol capabilities in the ATM network.

This article explores the uses of special cells for a wide
range of monitoring and control functions. The basic idea is
to use the ATM cell format as a flexible vehicle to carry all
types of management information. These special cells have
the usual cell header (identified by a particular VCI or PT
field code) for fast transport through the ATM network, but
their payloads contain measurement or control data that may
require processing by network nodes. The ATM cell is
designed to move information quickly, and hence is a fast and
convenient vehicle for conveying control information as well
as user data. The special cells take advantage of the ATM
transport facilities at the cost of additional bandwidth and
processing at network nodes. We refer to this general class of
special cells as management cells in order to distinguish the
broad class from some of its particular members that have
been standardized already, such as operations and mainte-
nance (OAM) cells [1], resource management (RM) cell [2,
3], and test cell [4]. They are called management cells to
reflect their use for general management and control func-
tions. OAM cells and other examples of special-purpose cells
have been defined to serve particular needs without consider-
ation of their membership in a broader class. By studying
management cells as a general class, it may be possible to
anticipate uses for these special cells before their needs are
encountered in practice. 

For discussion, management cells can be classified into cer-
tain categories. First, regular management cells are generated
periodically and circulate on a connection, for example, for in-
service performance monitoring. On the other hand, on-
demand management cells are generated only as needed, for
instance, to test the integrity of a path. Second, management
cells are said to be associated (with a user VP or VC connec-
tion) if they are embedded within a user cell stream; they
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have the same VPI or VPI/VCI value as the user
cells and follow the same route. Because they
may experience the same QoS as the user cells,
they are very useful for in-service performance
monitoring. An example is the OAM perfor-
mance management cell. In contrast, nonassociat-
ed management cells are not constrained to
follow the same route as a user cell stream and
will use an exclusive VP or VC connection (i.e.,
not used by user cells). They are appropriate for
functions such as out-of-service testing. Third,
like OAM cells, management cells can be
referred to as F4 or F5 type , depending on
whether they are routed at the virtual path or vir-
tual channel level, respectively. F5 type manage-
ment cells are carried within the same virtual
channel as user cells (with the same VPI/VCI but
different PT); F4 type management cells are car-
ried within the same virtual path but in a sepa-
rate virtual channel from user cells (with the
same VPI but different VCI). Finally, they may
be categorized according to their scope, defined by the two
location points where the cells are generated and finally ter-
minated. A management cell may be user-to-user (exchanged
between two users transparent to the network), user-to-net-
work, network-to-user, node-to-node (carried and processed
within a single network), or network-to-network (carried and
processed by multiple networks). 

Because management cells may involve specific processing
procedures in the network, they might be viewed as an adjunct
protocol to ATM. The idea of an adjunct protocol defined by
a special class of control packets has been practiced for other
network protocols, for example, the Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) messages in the Internet Protocol (IP).
Within our broad definition, management cells may conceiv-
ably carry many different types of information, such as:
• Measurement data (e.g., time stamps, error checks, cell

counts)
• Network state information (e.g., congestion level, alarms,

available bandwidth)
• Control information (e.g., control parameters, routing

changes, bandwidth reallocation)
• Administrative information (e.g., resource usage, passwords,

encryption keys)
Since the payload can possibly be any type of management

information, the only limitation on the utility of management
cells is the processing capabilities of each node. Specific
examples of management cells and procedures will be covered
throughout the article. The following section discusses proce-
dures to use management cells for performance monitoring
beyond current OAM capabilities. The third section explores
ideas for using management cells in traffic control. The fourth
section suggests possible uses of management cells in fault
detection and recovery. Finally, the fifth section outlines
potential uses in network administration, such as security and
customer network management. 

Performance Monitoring
Quality of Service
Since some B-ISDN services depend on a minimum level of
network performance (e.g., real-time services depend on
bounded end-to-end cell delays), the QoS is specified and
guaranteed for each ATM connection. The QoS is character-
ized by the parameters listed in Table 1 which quantify the
end-to-end impairments experienced by cells along a connec-
tion [3]. Cell delays and cell loss ratio are usually the main

parameters of concern because cell errors depend on the
physical transmission layer. The particular set of QoS parame-
ters specified for a connection will depend on the type of ser-
vice. The QoS specification is part of the so-called traffic
contract established between the network and users during
connection admission control (CAC) [2, 3]. For their part,
users specify the desired QoS and their traffic rate parameters
(e.g., peak cell rate) and agree to conform to them for the
duration of the connection. Based on these parameters, the
network estimates the resources required for the connection
and determines whether the necessary resources are available.
In return for users conforming to their declared traffic param-
eters, the network agrees to maintain the specified QoS for
that connection (if the QoS is unattainable, the requested
connection will be rejected by CAC).

CAC is the network’s primary means of preventing conges-
tion and sustaining QoS because traffic sources are generally
not controllable by feedback after a connection has been
accepted (with the exception of the new available bit rate, or
ABR, service [3]). CAC depends on a resource allocation
algorithm that attempts to estimate the effect of accepting
new connections. Numerous approaches have been proposed,
but their effectiveness depends on the accuracy of the source
traffic models and choice of optimization criteria. Accurate
source models have been difficult to develop, and even with
valid source models, QoS estimation is usually a very difficult
problem due to the random interactions among different traf-
fic streams. 

In practice, CAC and other network controls will work in
combination with performance monitoring. Performance mon-
itoring involves the continuous collection of measurement
data for evaluation of network behavior. Performance mea-
surement data is essential input for correct and optimal con-
trol decisions, and serves to evaluate the consequences of
control actions. In addition, performance data is indispensable
for network planning, provisioning, maintenance, and account-
ing. Performance monitoring is especially important in ATM
networks because ATM services are more complicated than
simple dial-tone service in telephone networks or best-effort
service in packet-switched networks. Monitoring is also more
challenging because it is insufficient to measure the general
overall performance of the ATM network; performance moni-
toring must be exercised per connection because a different
QoS is guaranteed on each connection.

A distinction is usually drawn between in-service perfor-
mance monitoring and out-of-service testing, which are car-

■ Table 1. QoS parameters.

Speed Max. cell transfer α-percentile of end-to-end cell delays 
delay (worst-case cell delay)

Peak-to-peak cell Difference between maximum cell delay
delay variation (above) and (fixed) minimum cell delay

Dependability Cell loss ratio Ratio of lost cells to total cells transmitted,
specified for CLP = 0 + 1 or only 
CLP = 0 cells

Accuracy Cell error ratio Ratio of cells with payload errors to 
total cells transmitted (excluding 
severely errored cell blocks)

Severely errored Ratio of cell blocks with more than M
cell block ratio errored cells to total cell blocks

transmitted

Cell misinsertion Number of misinserted cells divided by 
rate the measurement time interval

Performance aspect QoS parameter Definition
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ried out with different types of management cells. Out-of-ser-
vice testing consists of performance measurements of a system
(one or more switches) under controlled traffic conditions
without real user traffic. The objective is to characterize the
system performance, verify connectivity, confirm the interop-
erability between switches, or validate that the performance
conforms to design specifications. The type of management
cell under consideration in ATM standards is the test cell [4].
As shown in Fig. 1, the test cell payload contains a number of
fields to measure performance: 
• Sequence number to detect test cell loss or misinsertion
• Time stamp to measure cell delay and delay variation
• Error check field to detect bit errors in the payload

Typically, test cells are generated and injected into the sys-
tem under test; some may be used as unobserved “back-
ground” traffic, while others are captured and analyzed upon
exit. 

Out-of-service testing is necessary to certify equipment
before deployment and to diagnose trouble in faulty equip-
ment. However, a tested system is not guaranteed to perform
adequately under real network conditions, and diagnostic test-
ing is done only after trouble has been detected and the sys-
tem has been configured out of service. In contrast, in-service
performance monitoring is carried out continuously on con-
nections with real user traffic. It can accurately measure the
end-to-end QoS seen by users and detect troubles quickly
before they become serious. For these reasons, in-service
monitoring is currently used to measure the bit error perfor-
mance of digital transmission links [5] and synchronous opti-
cal network/synchronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH)
links [6, 7].

In-Service Performance Monitoring by OAM Cells
For in-service monitoring, the type of management cell pre-
scribed in current ATM standards is the OAM performance
management cell [1, 8–10]. They are inserted between blocks
of user cells and carried in the user cell stream without
change in relative position or modification of payload fields.
The OAM cells contain information about the preceding user
cell block. At the destination, this information is compared
with the received user cell block. As shown in Fig. 2, the
OAM performance management cell is generated with these
fields for performance monitoring: 
• Monitoring cell sequence number (MCSN) to

detect the loss of OAM cells and ensure their
proper sequence

• Total number of CLP = 0 + 1 user cells
(TUCN0+1) and CLP = 0 user cells (TUCN0) that
have been transmitted up to the OAM cell

• Block error detection code (BEDC) calculated over
the preceding block of user cells

• An optional time stamp (TS)
The destination endpoint records the total number

of received CLP = 0+1 user cells (TRCC0+1) and
CLP = 0 user cells (TRCC0), and writes the recalcu-
lated error code in the block error result (BLER).
The destination endpoint uses TUCN0+1 to infer cell
loss or misinsertion (or TUCN0 for only CLP = 0
cells). From the TUCN0+1 field in the previous OAM
cell, the destination can determine the number of

user cells (say N) transmitted in the cell block between the
previous OAM cell and the current one. If M < N user cells
were received in the preceding block, then it can be inferred
that N – M user cells were lost. Likewise, if M > N user cells
were received, it can be inferred that M – N user cells were
misinserted. The optional time stamp field is intended to
enable cell delay measurements, but no procedure is currently
defined. Conceivably, the destination may use the time stamp
to infer the end-to-end cell delay, but this requires the source
and destination to be synchronized to the same time of day.
Alternatively, the destination may loop back the time stamp to
the source endpoint to measure the round-trip delay, but this
may not accurately estimate the one-way delay [11]. 

The current OAM performance management procedure
has the advantage of requiring no special functions in ATM
switches (unless the switch has the role of a source or destina-
tion endpoint). Intermediate switches simply relay OAM cells
without modifying or adding information. Thus, ATM switch
implementations can be simple, but the capabilities of the
procedure are limited. For example, the procedure cannot
determine the exact number of lost or misinserted cells. In the
case M = N, for instance, it will be inferred that no cells were
lost or misinserted, but it is possible that an equal number of
cells were lost and misinserted. In addition, the procedure
cannot determine where cells were lost or misinserted along a
connection. For cell delay measurements, clocks at the source
and destination endpoints must be synchronized to the same
time of day; otherwise, only a round-trip delay can be mea-
sured unambiguously. 

Improved Monitoring by Management Cells
The current OAM performance monitoring procedure can

be improved by allowing ATM switches to modify manage-
ment cells with information that each switch may collect about
its own internal performance (we now discuss management
cells instead of OAM cells to distinguish this procedure from
the current OAM standards). Like OAM cells, management
cells may be inserted between blocks of user cells and carried
in the user cell stream without changing their relative posi-
tions. However, to improve the monitoring procedure, man-
agement cells will carry different information in the payload,
which will require specific processing capabilities at each
switch [12]. 

To accurately measure cell delays, each switch could mea-
sure the ingress-to-egress delay experienced by a management
cell through that switch and write this delay amount into the
management cell upon its departure. This can be done by
timestamping a cell when it is received at a switch input, and
reading the time stamp just before the cell is transmitted from

■ Figure 1. Test cell.
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the switch. The difference between the egress and
ingress times can be added to a field in the cell
when it is transmitted. As shown in Fig. 3a, this
“delay-stamp” field in the management cell would
be initialized to zero and accumulate the delays
measured at every switch along a connection (fixed
propagation delays can be precomputed and added
by each switch). At the destination, the delay-stamp
field would reveal the end-to-end cell delay experi-
enced by the management cell along the connec-
tion. Since (associated) management cells
experience the same QoS as user cells, this cell
delay measurement would be a random sample of
the cell delay seen by the user cells in that connec-
tion. Alternatively, a management cell could have
multiple delay-stamp fields, as shown in Fig. 3b. As
it passes through each switch, the switch writes the
measured ingress-to-egress delay into the next
empty delay-stamp field. Thus, the management
cell could record the delays experienced at individ-
ual switches along the connection, which may be
useful for diagnostic purposes. This procedure can
accurately measure end-to-end cell delays without
the need for clock synchronization between connec-
tion endpoints as required in the OAM procedure.

Because each measurement is a random sample
of cell delay, an important issue is the statistical
meaningfulness of a set of cell delay measurements.
Clearly, a larger number of measurement samples
is desirable for more accuracy, but there is a trade-
off between accuracy and sampling rate. Greater
statistical accuracy is achieved by more samples,
but the number of samples taken over a monitoring
interval depends on the bandwidth allocated to the
management cells. Unfortunately, the bandwidth
for management cells must be practically constrained to a
small fraction of the total bandwidth (e.g., 1 percent or less).
This constraint will prevent management cells from signifi-
cantly affecting the connection they are monitoring. Further-
more, it is recognized that the main responsibility of the
network is transport of user data; hence, management cells
should not impose a significant burden on the network that
could detract from this responsibility. As a consequence, man-
agement cells will be generated relatively infrequently on a
connection. The worst case is therefore a brief, low-rate con-
nection; it may be impossible to collect a sufficient number of
cell delay measurements for a desired level of accuracy. A
lengthy high-rate connection would be ideal for accurate mon-
itoring. For example, to measure the 99-percentile of cell
delay with an accuracy of 99 ± 0.1 with 95 percent confi-
dence, about 38,416 samples are required. For a high-rate
150-Mb/s video connection, the monitoring interval required
would be about 1 s (assuming that 1 percent of the total band-
width is dedicated to management cells). In contrast, the nec-
essary monitoring interval for a low-rate 64-kb/s speech
connection would be about 40 min. Naturally, less time would
be required if the desired accuracy is relaxed.

In a similar manner, cell loss can be monitored accurately
using (associated) management cells if each switch can keep
count of the number of cells discarded at that switch. To accu-
rately measure cell loss, a management cell may carry the
number of transmitted cells, say N, and a field for the counted
lost cells (initially zero). As shown in Fig. 4a, each switch adds
the number of cells discarded at that switch since the previous
management cell. At the destination, the management cell
would reveal the total number of cells lost along the connec-
tion, say L, and a simple calculation L/N would yield the cell

loss ratio. For more detail, the management cell might carry
additional fields to record the causes of cell loss, such as
header errors, usage parameter control (UPC), or buffer over-
flow. Alternatively, a management cell might have multiple
fields, as shown in Fig. 4b, for example, a separate field for
the number of cells discarded at each switch. When the man-
agement cell passes through each switch, the switch writes the
number of lost cells into the next empty field. Thus, the man-
agement cell could reveal the cell loss ratio at individual
switches along the connection. 

As a cumulative count, the cell loss measurement is differ-
ent than the cell delay measurement, which is an instanta-
neous sample. The number of cell loss measurements made
over a monitoring interval is not an issue for accuracy as it is
for cell delay measurements. However, there is another con-
sideration that argues for frequent cell loss measurements.
The cell loss ratio should be very low in practice; essentially,
cell loss measurements should always be expected to be close
to zero. If the cell loss becomes measurable, it probably indi-
cates an unusually serious congestion condition. The frequen-
cy of cell loss measurements should be high to detect such an
alarming condition as quickly as possible or within a target
response time (if given). Again, the rate will be limited in
practice because the bandwidth for management cells must be
constrained to a small fraction of the total bandwidth. By
implication, the response time can be faster for high-rate con-
nections than for low-rate connections. For example, assuming
1 percent of the bandwidth is allocated to management cells,
the response time for a high-rate 150-Mb/s video connection
can be about 0.3 ms (the time between management cells).
For a low-rate 64-kb/s speech connection, the response time
can be only about 0.6 s.

■ Figure 3. Cell delay measurements using a management cell with a) one
delay-stamp field; b) multiple delay-stamp fields.
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Traffic Management
Congestion Detection and Notification
Direct measurements of cell delay and cell loss, as described
earlier, are useful to verify that users are receiving their guar-
anteed QoS. For optimizing network operations, additional
measures of the network state are also informative. For exam-
ple, additional congestion measures might be queue lengths or
buffer occupancies at each switch, or utilization (load factor)
on each link. Generally, a combination of different measures
will provide the most accurate information about the severity and
nature of congestion. Management cells can be used for these
measurements and for distribution of congestion information.

Clearly, ATM switches must be responsible for monitoring
the state of congestion of its buffers. Congestion monitoring is
straightforward in early switch implementations which have
simple single-priority FIFO (first-in-first-out) queues. In this
case, cell delays and queue lengths are directly correlated, and
congestion can be measured by queue length threshold cross-
ings. However, later-generation ATM switch implementations
have or will have more sophisticated buffer systems in order
to provide more flexible service classes. Generally, an ATM
switch buffer system may consist of separate virtual queues for
different traffic classes with dynamic space allocation between
the queues. Cell scheduling may be governed by complex
scheduling algorithms based on time (service) priorities, and
access to buffer space may be controlled by space (loss) prior-
ities. In a general buffer system, congestion might be distin-
guished into two types:

• Time congestion, for example, low-service priority traffic
suffering excessive delays due to high-service priority traffic

• Space congestion caused by buffers filling up and overflow-
ing
Because time and space congestion might occur separately

in a complex buffer system due to different causes, it is desir-
able to identify the nature of congestion as well as its severity.

Time congestion is manifested as long delays seen by low-
service-priority traffic. Hence, it can be measured directly by
monitoring cell delays per connection, as described earlier.
The severity of congestion may be judged by the proximity of
the measured cell delays to the agreed cell delay bound. The
delays for low- and high-service-priority traffic should be com-
pared because low-service-priority traffic will be affected first
before congestion becomes serious enough to affect high-ser-
vice-priority traffic. Note that queue length is not a reliable
measure of time congestion; for example, low-service-priority
traffic may experience long delays even when its queue is
short. Also, link utilization (or load) is not an accurate indica-
tion of time congestion because it is a measure of the average
activity on a link, including low- and high-service-priority traf-
fic. It would be more revealing to measure the amounts of
load contributed separately by the high- and low-priority traf-
fic, because the load contributed by the high-priority traffic
has an effect on the time congestion seen by the low-priority
traffic. Burstiness of the high-priority traffic may also be an
informative measurement because greater burstiness implies
more delay for low-priority traffic.

Space congestion is manifested by increasing cell loss, first
for low-loss-priority (CLP = 1) traffic and then
for high-loss-priority (CLP = 0) traffic if it
becomes serious. Cell loss is an obvious measure
of space congestion, but this is difficult when the
cell loss ratio is expected to be extremely low
(e.g., 10-6 or less). Hence, cell loss is virtually
unmeasurable (except over very long times), and
it would not be informative to continually mea-
sure zero cell loss. A more useful measure is pos-
sible if the cell loss ratio is specified only for CLP
= 0 cells (cell loss ratio may be specified for CLP
= 0 + 1 or only CLP = 0 cells [3]). In this case,
no cell loss bound is imposed for CLP = 1 cells,
and loss of CLP = 1 cells may be measurable
under normal network conditions to reveal the
occurrence of buffer overflows (assuming that
switches are capable of selectively discarding CLP
= 1 cells before CLP = 0 cells). 

Buffer occupancy or queue length is another
obvious candidate measure of space congestion.
Buffer occupancy can be related to very low cell
loss ratios by the theory of large deviations, which
establishes a linear relationship between buffer
size and the logarithm of the cell loss ratio under
certain conditions [13–15]. In this approach, the
incoming traffic is monitored and copied into sev-
eral conceptual “pseudo-buffers” with various
sizes smaller than the real physical buffer. Since the
pseudo-buffers are smaller, their cell loss ratios
may be significant and measurable even over a
short monitoring period. Extrapolating from
these measured cell loss ratios can yield an esti-
mate of the cell loss ratio for the physical buffer [15].

If the cell loss ratio is specified only for CLP =
0 cells, the buffer contents of CLP = 0 and CLP
= 1 cells should be measured separately. A buffer
filled up mostly with CLP = 1 cells has a lower
risk of violating the guaranteed CLP = 0 cell loss■ Table 2. RM cell payload fields for ABR service.

ID Protocol identifier 8 bits 1 = ABR service 

DIR Direction 1 bit 0 = forward 
1 = backward

BN Backward explicit 1 bit 0 = source generated cell
congestion notification 1 = switch generated cell

CI Congestion indication 1 bit 0 = no congestion
1 = congestion

NI No increase 1 bit 0 = additive increase allowed
1 = no additive increase allowed

R/A Request/acknowledge 1 bit Not used

E/R Elastic/rigid 1 bit Not used

RES Reserved 2 bits Not used

ER Explicit cell rate 16 bits Explicit rate feedback

CCR Current cell rate 16 bits Source rate limit when this RM cell 
was generated

MCR Minimum cell rate 16 bits Guaranteed cell rate

QL Queue length 32 bits Optional measure of maximum 
number of cells queued among the 
nodes along this connection

SN Sequence number 32 bits Optionally incremented for each 
forward RM cell, otherwise set to 0

RES Reserved 246 bits Not used

CRC-10 Cyclic redundancy check 10 bits Detect errors in payload

Field Name Length Use for ABR
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bound than a buffer filled up mostly with CLP = 0 cells. It
would be useful to know the proportion of CLP = 1 and CLP =
0 cells in the buffer in addition to the overall buffer occupancy.

Congestion information can be exchanged between nodes
by the use of management cells. Note that EFCI already
allows congestion notification in the forward direction using
only user cells. However, management cells can carry more
detailed congestion information in both the backward and for-
ward directions. Backward notification may be useful, for
example, to inform the UPC mechanism located at the source
of the connection about the level of congestion. If the connec-
tion is experiencing congestion, UPC should adjust by discard-
ing excessive cells instead of tagging them because these cells
will be discarded eventually with high probability. Cell tagging
makes sense when there is a high chance that CLP = 1 cells
will be delivered successfully. In more severe congestion, UPC
might automatically begin to discard incoming CLP = 1 cells
in addition to excessive cells [16]. 

Congestion notification directed to the users has question-
able usefulness for constant and variable bit rate (CBR/VBR)
connections because their rate parameters are established
during connection setup. CBR/VBR sources are not obligated
to adjust their rates in response to congestion notification. On
the other hand, available bit rate (ABR) service relies on
feedback information from the network via management cells
called RM cells (discussed below). RM cells take a round-trip
between the ABR users and accumulate congestion state
information from the network. In the backward direction, the
RM cells inform the source about the proper adjustment of its
transmission rate; they can also be used to dynamically adjust
the UPC mechanism. 

A drawback to the use of management cells for explicit
congestion notification is the extra load imposed on the net-
work which is certainly not desirable if the network is congest-
ed [8]. But management cells such as RM cells or OAM cells
will be circulating in the network anyway. Congestion infor-
mation might be simply carried in the unused portions of
these cells. 

Another issue concerning the effectiveness of congestion
monitoring is the time between management cells. As men-
tioned before, the bandwidth for management cells will be
constrained to a small fraction of the total bandwidth, which
means that management cells may be generated infrequently
especially for low-rate connections. Recalling an earlier exam-
ple, the time between management cells will be 0.6 seconds on
a low-rate 64-kb/s connection (assuming one percent of the
bandwidth is dedicated to management cells). If congestion
can develop faster than that, the network may be too slow to
detect and react to it. In this case, there must be significant
overdimensioning to prevent congestion or additional mecha-
nisms to predict and avoid congestion as early as possible.

Feedback Rate Control by RM Cells
Congestion monitoring and notification have a central role in
the ABR service specified recently [3]. The nature of the
ABR service is different from the usual CBR/VBR services
[17]. Network resources are allocated to CBR/VBR connec-
tions during connection establishment; sources are not con-
trollable by feedback after a connection is accepted. Sufficient
resources must allow for the simultaneous peak-rate bursts of
VBR connections, but VBR sources may not be transmitting
at their peak rates much of the time. In this case, some band-
width will be left unused. ABR connections are allowed to
share this time-varying excess capacity in the network without
effecting the QoS of CBR/VBR connections. ABR sources
attempt to adapt their rates to their proper share of the avail-
able bandwidth by obtaining feedback information from the

network. The feedback information is carried in management
cells, specifically RM cells [2, 3]. The RM cell fields are listed
in Table 2.

The feedback control operates in two modes, explicit binary
or explicit rate indication. In both cases, RM cells are gener-
ated by the source between blocks of user cells and returned
in the backward direction by the receiver. The explicit binary
indication mode requires only that network nodes are capable
of EFCI (whereby a congested node may set EFCI = 1 in for-
ward-direction user cells). The receiver monitors the EFCI
state of the received cells and, if congestion is indicated,
returns CI = 1 or NI = 1 in the backward RM cell. The
source examines the CI and NI bits in the returned RM cell.
If CI = 1, it must reduce its rate by a relative amount; if NI =
1, it is prevented from increasing its rate; and if CI = 0 and
NI = 0, it is allowed to increase its rate by a fixed amount.

The explicit rate indication mode requires that network
nodes are capable of calculating the proper share of available
bandwidth for each source and writing this amount into the
ER field in passing RM cells. The receiver will loop back the
RM cell with the same ER value but has the option to reduce
it. When the source receives the returned RM cell, it first cal-
culates its rate adjustment according to the CI and NI bits as
described earlier, and adjusts to the minimum of the calculat-
ed new rate or the ER field value. 

Bandwidth Renegotiation by RM Cells
RM cells are also used for the new ATM block transfer
(ABT) capability under standardization [2]. Both ABT and
ABR services may serve similar data applications, and both
will use the RM cell for control of time-varying bandwidth
(although the RM cell for ABT will have the slightly different
format in Table 3). However, they are fundamentally different
from each other. The ABR service attempts to divide the
unreserved excess bandwidth, whereas ABT is a method of
bandwidth reservation (ABT has been known for years as the
fast reservation protocol). The objective of ABT is to allow a
data source to renegotiate its bandwidth reservation on the
basis of blocks of cells.

Data sources are often very bursty, that is, mostly inactive
except when higher protocol layers pass down packets to the
ATM layer. The higher-layer packets are often fragmented
into many ATM cells. This fragmentation causes a problem
where even a low cell loss rate can cause a significant loss rate
of higher-layer packets. The goodput of a connection (the
amount of higher-layer packets delivered successfully) may be
much less than the throughput of the connection measured in
delivered ATM cells because many delivered cells can belong
to a corrupted packet. 

Hence, the ABT method is based on reserving bandwidth
for bursts of cells, referred to as blocks. A block may consist
of a portion of a higher-layer packet, a single packet, or sever-
al packets; a direct relationship between blocks and packets is
not mandated. A block is bracketed by two RM cells. A pre-
ceding RM cell requests the bandwidth required for the block.
Another RM cell follows at the end of the block to release the
reserved resources. By treating cells in units of blocks, the
objective is to avoid the situation where cell losses are spread
over many packets and thus impair the goodput. Blocks are
either discarded entirely or delivered with a high level of net-
work performance (which could include a low residual cell
loss ratio).

Initially, an ABT connection is set up with a peak cell rate
but no allocated bandwidth. A peak cell rate is also estab-
lished for RM cells which limits the frequency of bandwidth
renegotiations. Each block negotiates for a change in the
bandwidth allocation by one of two methods:
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ABT with Delayed Transmission (ABT/DT) — The RM cell pre-
ceding the block contains a request for a peak cell rate and
cell delay variation tolerance. The block waits for acceptance
by the network (via a backward RM cell) before it is sent.
Acceptance by the network implies a guaranteed QoS equiva-
lent to that for a CBR connection, as long as the source con-
forms to its given traffic parameters. 

ABT with Immediate Transmission (ABT/IT) — The block is sent
immediately after the preceding RM cell which contains the
requested peak cell rate and cell delay variation tolerance.
Because the required bandwidth may not be available, the
block proceeds on a node-by-node basis. Each node has the
opportunity to forward the block with the required QoS or, if
unable to do so, discard the entire block.

Dynamic VP Bandwidth Management
For the purpose of efficient bandwidth management, the
network may attempt to dynamically adjust the bandwidth
allocated to virtual paths [18]. VPs should capture only
as much bandwidth as they need to satisfy their through-
put and QoS requirements so that the unused bandwidth
will be available to other VPs which may need the band-
width. As more VC connections are accepted within a VP,
the VP may need to request more bandwidth to accommo-
date the new connections. The changes in VP bandwidth
allocation may be managed centrally, but a distributed

approach may be more scalable to large networks
[19].

The distributed approach requires the
exchange of management cells along a VP. These
management cells have a role similar to signaling
messages. A management cell is generated at the
source endpoint and propagated along the VP
with the requested bandwidth. It is examined by
each node, which decides whether the request
can be accommodated and writes the result into
the management cell. The destination endpoint
returns the management cell in the backward
direction, which confirms or cancels the band-
width change at each node.

Routing
As mentioned earlier, CAC is the network’s pri-
mary means of preventing congestion and sus-
taining QoS because CBR/VBR sources are
generally not controllable by feedback after a
connection has been established. In response to a
connection request, the network attempts to
select a route among a set of candidate routes
(routing) and makes a decision to accept or reject
the connection request based on the available
and required resources (resource allocation). The
routing problem consists of discovering the net-
work topology, selecting feasible routes, and dis-
tributing updated routing information.
Management cells are well suited to the exchange
of routing information between network nodes.
Naturally, routing algorithms have been devel-
oped in both circuit- and packet-switched net-
works. Since ATM is connection-oriented, the
routing problem is similar to that in circuit-
switched networks, but more complicated due to
different QoS requirements for each ATM con-
nection. In addition, VBR traffic may mean more
dynamic traffic patterns than typical telephone
traffic; hence, it is useful to borrow ideas from

routing in data networks. 
The private network-network interface (PNNI) specifica-

tion is based on routing procedures proven in packet-switched
data networks [20]. Nodes learn about their neighbors by
exchanging Hello messages. The network topology is con-
structed and updated based on the well-known link-state rout-
ing protocol. Each node monitors the status of its links and
periodically floods this state information throughout the net-
work in a type of management cells called PNNI topology state
packets (PTSPs). By this process, each node maintains a com-
plete and consistent topology map of the network. Feasible
routes can be selected by the source node (source routing) or
independently by each node along the route (hop-by-hop
routing). To avoid loops and inconsistency, source routing is
preferred [20]. 

Management cells can also accumulate useful measure-
ments to compare candidate routes. As described earlier, the
QoS and congestion can be continually monitored on each
VC or VP connection by regular management cells. In addi-
tion, it is easy to simultaneously measure other selection crite-
ria such as link utilization, length (number of hops), queue
lengths, or available bandwidth [14, 21–25]. If source routing
is used, management cells can continuously collect and report
this information to the source node of each connection. Thus,
in response to a new connection request, a source node will
have already collected end-to-end information about every
active connection (from that starting point) and can make a

■ Table 3. RM cell payload fields for ABT service.

ID Protocol identifier 8 bits 2 = ABT/DT
3 = ABT/IT 

DIR Direction 1 bit 0 = forward 
1 = backward

TM Traffic management cell 1 bit 0 = source generated cell
1 = network generated TM cell

CI Congestion indication 1 bit 0 = bandwidth renegotiation succeeded
1 = bandwidth renegotiation failed

M Maintenance 1 bit 0 = bandwidth renegotiation cell
1 = maintenance cell

R/A Request/acknowledge 1 bit 0 = bandwidth renegotiation request
1 = acknowledgement

E/R Elastic/rigid 1 bit 0 = network may overwrite cell fields
1 = network may not overwrite cell 

fields

RES Reserved 2 bits Not used

CLP = CLP = 0 + 1 block cell 16 bits Requested or allocated bandwidth for
0 + 1 rate CLP = 0 + 1 user cells + OAM cells
BCR

OAM OAM block cell rate 16 bits Requested or allocated band-
BCR width for OAM cells only

MCR Minimum cell rate 16 bits Not used

BS Block size 32 bits Number of cells in following 
block (ABT/IT only)

SN Sequence number 32 bits Optionally incremented for each RM 
cell (ABT/IT only)

RES Reserved 246 bits Not used

CRC-10 Cyclic redundancy check10 bits Detect errors in payload

Field Name Length Use for ABT
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well-informed selection of a new route. Alternatively,
a source node can send “probe” management cells to
collect end-to-end information along every candidate
route [26]. The probe method will collect the most
current status information about candidate routes, but
will increase the delay in the connection setup pro-
cess. If hop-by-hop routing is used, management
cells need to make round-trips so that all nodes
along a connection will gain consistent information
from backward-traveling cells. Each node will have
to read backward-traveling management cells and
keep track of information pertaining to all connec-
tions. 

After a candidate route is selected, the network
attempts to estimate the effect on QoS of accepting
the new connection. This is generally a difficult problem
because ATM sources may have widely different and unpre-
dictable characteristics, minimal traffic parameters (perhaps
only peak cell rate) may be known in advance, and traffic flow
characteristics will change within the network because of ran-
dom interaction with other traffic streams. QoS estimation
usually relies on an assumed source model and calculates QoS
from a queuing analysis, approximation, or simulation. In any
case, there may be inaccuracy between the estimated QoS and
the actual resulting QoS, and this difference must be evaluat-
ed through QoS measurements by management cells. The
measured differences may be useful to dynamically adjust the
parameters of the CAC algorithm.

Fault Management
Alarm Surveillance
Management cells have already found various uses in fault
management, for example, ATM-layer fault alarms. Fault
detection may occur in the physical layer or ATM layer. The
physical layer (e.g., SONET/SDH) will probably have fault
monitoring that will detect the loss of physical-layer transmis-
sion (e.g., loss of signal, loss of frame, loss of pointer) and
generate physical-layer alarms. If a fault is detected in the
physical layer which is not automatically protected, the ATM
layer will be notified. ATM-layer alarms will be generated to
notify other nodes of a detected fault. The type of manage-
ment cells for fault alarms are the OAM alarm indication sig-
nal (AIS) cell and remote defect indication (RDI) cell [1]. The
AIS cell is sent to notify downstream nodes, and repeated at 1
cell/s as long as the fault persists. In response to AIS, the
receiver generates RDI cells in the backward direction to
notify upstream nodes at the rate of 1 cell/s as long as AIS
persists. As shown in Fig. 5, both AIS and RDI cells contain
fields to optionally indicate the type of fault and fault location.

In addition, the ATM layer continually monitors idle con-
nections for signs of a fault. It may not be obvious whether a
connection is idle due to a fault or simply a lack of data to
transmit. Hence, a management cell should be sent periodical-
ly on an idle connection as a sign of connectivity. The type of
management cell prescribed for this purpose is the OAM con-
tinuity cell [1]. They are transmitted after 1 s of idleness and
repeated at a rate of 1 cell/s. Currently, there are no specific
fields standardized for the continuity check cell. The absence
of both user cells and continuity check cells indicates a failure
with either the connection or the source.

Diagnosis and Fault Isolation
Management cells may also be sent on demand to verify the
continuity of a path or diagnose the extent of a fault. The
management cell useful for this type of testing is the OAM
loopback cell [1]. A loopback cell is transmitted and returned

in the backward direction at an indicated node. As shown in
Fig. 6, the loopback cell contains these fields: 
• Loopback indication, which is decremented after loopback

has been done
• Correlation tag, to uniquely identify the looped-back cell
• Loopback location, where the loopback should be performed
• Source identifier, to enable the originator to recognize its

own returned cells
As an additional aid in diagnosis, management cells can

monitor the QoS per connection as described earlier. This
may be useful to detect a soft failure which exhibits perfor-
mance degradation over an extended time before eventually
becoming a hard failure.

After diagnosis of a fault, the network can be reconfigured
to isolate the trouble. Traditionally, reconfiguration has been
managed centrally. After testing the faulty equipment, it is
repaired and reconfigured back into service. However, the
need for fast and automatic fault recovery is becoming
increasingly critical for ATM networks. The response time to
restore service must be minimal because high-speed ATM
networks will carry large amounts of user data. Automation is
also needed because ATM networks will be more complicated
than telephone equipment to understand and diagnose.
Trained experts will be valuable, and it will be costly to dis-
patch experts and complex testing equipment around the net-
work. The need for fast and automated fault recovery has
motivated research in distributed control, such as self-healing
VP networks.

Self-Healing VP Restoration
Self-healing networks are capable of restoring failed paths
using distributed control mechanisms. For instance, if a link
fails, a self-healing SONET ring or mesh network would
detect this link failure and automatically reroute traffic to
backup links without the assistance of a centralized network
manager [27]. Likewise, a self-healing ATM network would
automatically restore failed VPs to backup VPs using dis-
tributed control. Restoration in the ATM layer has an advan-
tage over that in the physical layer: backup VPs can be
established without the need to reserve capacity, unlike physi-
cal-layer backup paths. Self-healing at the VP level can be
implemented in ATM rings [28] or mesh networks [29–35].
Path restoration in VP mesh networks is accomplished
through the exchange of management cells.

In VP mesh networks, the backup VPs are either pre-estab-
lished or dynamically searched. In the dynamic search
approach, the downstream endpoint of the failed VP (called
the sender node) broadcasts management cells called restora-
tion messages to seek an alternative path to the upstream end-
point (called the chooser node). A restoration message might
contain these fields [35]:
• Message type

■ Figure 5. OAM AIS/RDI cells.
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■ Figure 6. OAM loopback cell.
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• Sender node ID
• Chooser node ID
• Failed link information (link ID, link

capacity, failure time)
• Hop count limit 
• Information from intermediate nodes

(node ID, available VPs, available VP
capacity)
When an intermediate node receives a

restoration message, it decrements the hop
count and records information about the
available VP. The message is broadcast
toward the chooser node. If multiple alter-
native paths are found, the chooser node
selects one according to a given criterion
such as shortest delay. The chosen backup
VP is confirmed with a management cell
called a confirmation message to the sender
node, while release messages are sent along
the other alternative paths. This dynamic
search process can be accelerated by flood-
ing restoration messages from both end-
points of the failed VP which meet at
intermediate nodes [30].

Although robust, this dynamic search
approach involves a large number of node-
to-node management cells in both directions
between the VP endpoints. By preassigning
backup VPs with zero bandwidth, the num-
ber of messages and the restoration time can be reduced dras-
tically [31–33]. The sender node transmits a single restoration
message along the preassigned backup VP to the chooser
node. Along the way, the message sets up the required band-
width at each node (backup VPs must be chosen to ensure
that sufficient restoration bandwidth will be available on
demand). After receiving the management cell, the chooser
node switches the traffic from the failed VP to the backup
VP. If multiple failures make a pre-established backup VP
unavailable, additional steps are needed to find an available
backup VP dynamically.

Network Administration and Management
Time Synchronization
The capability to synchronize the clocks at network nodes to a
common reference time of day is valuable for various purpos-
es in network administration. For example, time stamps can
then be used for accurate performance monitoring; multiple
alarms generated by a single fault can be correlated by exam-
ining their times; time stamps can be used to protect against
replay security attacks; and the update of encryption keys can
be coordinated (discussed below). A commonly proposed
approach to synchronization to coordinated universal time
(UTC) involves reception of radio signals from the 24-satellite
Global Positioning System (GPS) which is accurate to about
10–100 ns [36, 37]. Not every node needs to be synchronized
directly to GPS; selected nodes designated as primary time
servers can be synchronized directly and distribute timing
information to the remaining nodes through physical transmis-
sion signals or timestamped packets. The Internet network
time protocol (NTP) follows the latter approach of exchang-
ing timestamped UDP (user datagram protocol) packets
between primary time servers and other time servers [38]. 

Similarly, time-of-day information can be disseminated in
an ATM network through the bidirectional exchange of times-
tamped node-to-node management cells. Suppose that prima-
ry server A is being referenced by secondary server B. In the

general procedure, server B will send a man-
agement cell to A containing the origination
time T1. Server A will write the time of
receipt T2 into the cell, and the time of
transmission T3 back to B. Upon return,
server B will note the time of receipt T4, and
calculate the round-trip time D = (T4 – T1)
– (T3 – T2) and clock offset of A relative to
B as d = (T3 – T4 + T2 – T1)/2. Since T1
and T4 are read from B’s clock, and T2 and
T3 from A’s clock, the round-trip time is
unambiguous. The clock offset assumes that
the management cell takes an equal time to
travel from A to B as from B to A. If the
clocks were perfectly synchronized, the clock
offset would turn out to be zero. The true
offset has been shown to be bounded within
the interval d ± D/2, that is, it must be in an
interval equal to the measured round-trip
delay centered around the measured offset
[38]. As expected, the procedure is more
accurate when A and B are closer to each
other. Also, multiple sets of measurements
can perhaps improve the accuracy [11].

Security
Like other networks, ATM networks are vul-
nerable to security attacks [39]. Some well-
known examples of security threats include

eavesdropping (when data cells are captured and read), alter-
ation (when data cells are intercepted and changed), mas-
querading (when a source sends cells pretending to be another
source), replay (capture and later retransmission of cells), ser-
vice interruption (by sending signaling messages affecting
another connection), and unauthorized access to network sys-
tems or resources. ATM networks will need a variety of secu-
rity mechanisms which are beginning to be studied [40]. Basic
security services include:
• Encryption of the user cell payload (perhaps including a

digital signature for authentication)
• Authentication of signaling parties during connection estab-

lishment and termination
• Encryption of confidential information in signaling mes-

sages
• Agreement on initial encryption keys during connection

setup
Some additional security services can be facilitated by man-

agement cells. For instance, management cells may serve to
exchange in-band security information during a connection
(because signaling is currently not allowed during a connec-
tion) [41]. In-band security messaging would be useful for key
exchange without interrupting a connection. Encryption keys
will have limited lifetimes to reduce the chance of a key being
discovered. Hence, keys must be updated periodically, and the
updates must be synchronized to prevent parties from using
different keys at the same time. Management cells can carry
key updates and help to synchronize the key management. 

Management cells can also serve as the vehicles to dis-
tribute certificates. Key certification protects against attacks
by an unauthorized party to change the public key of another
party. Usually a trusted third party, called a certificate authori-
ty, is employed to store and distribute public keys in the form
of certificates. A certificate contains the owner name, its pub-
lic key, optional additional information (such as lifetime), and
the digital signature of the certificate authority. Since the cer-
tificate authority’s public key is known, any party can verify
the genuineness of a certificate and recover the public key in

We believe that

management cells
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underlying a

multitude of

management

functions, and it
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single general class

of special cells.
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the certificate. However, certificates cannot be forged without
knowledge of the certificate authority’s private key. Once
signed, certificates may be stored anywhere and transmitted
over unsecure channels via management cells.

Finally, management cells can help to detect and mitigate
the effect of bit errors or lost cells on the decryption process.
It is clearly undesirable to allow a bit error or lost cell to dis-
rupt the proper operation of the decryptor for a long time.
Chaining is a method to limit the effects to blocks of cells or
cipher chains [39]. Management cells can be inserted between
cipher chains to mark the boundaries between them. Separa-
tion into cipher chains allows the decryption process to reini-
tialize and resume normal operation when cells within a
cipher chain are lost.

Customer Network Management
Customer network management is a service provided by the
network to the users, to allow a user’s network management
system to interact with a management agent in the network.
Through the exchange of user-to-network and network-to-user
management cells, users can manage many aspects of their
ATM services. The management cells may have specific for-
mats and functions, or simply encapsulate messages from a
higher application-layer management protocol such as SNMP
(Simple Network Management Protocol). 

As an example, users might inquire about the cell loss ratio
or cell delays on their connections for the purposes of verifying
their QoS or comparing the QoS on different connections. The
network agent could respond with QoS measurements made
with management cells in procedures described earlier. As
another example, users might inquire about their current level
of resource usage, especially if billing for services is usage-
based. An end-to-end management cell might pick up usage
measurements made at the network ingress and network
egress points (it may be useful to know how much traffic has
both entered the network and been successfully delivered). 

Currently, limited customer network management capabili-
ties are provided by the interim local management interface
(ILMI) [42]. The ILMI allows the exchange of SNMP mes-
sages encapsulated in ATM cells across the UNI. SNMP mes-
sages are encapsulated by AAL5 (ATM adaptation layer 5),
and ILMI cells are identified by the header fields VPI = 0,
VCI = 16. Users can obtain status and control information
about the UNI by accessing a standard ATM UNI manage-
ment information base. 

Conclusions

We have argued for the use of management cells as a flex-
ible tool to monitor and optimize ATM network opera-

tions. Traditionally, when a new control problem has been
identified, a new type of special-purpose cell is developed for
that particular need. The result is a disparate collection of
specific-purpose cells. The opposite approach has been advo-
cated here; we have proposed a broad class of management
cells and sought all potential uses for network monitoring and
control. This may bring a more cohesive and broad conceptual
framework over various disparate aspects of network opera-
tions.

We believe management cells can be a basic mechanism
underlying a multitude of management functions, and it is
instrumental to study them as a single general class of special
cells. A number of useful functions have been identified here
but more uses can probably be found with further investiga-
tion. 

However, these capabilities are gained at a cost in addition-
al requirements on the network. Network nodes must be able

to monitor and record their own behavior; and identify, pro-
cess, modify, and generate management cells according to
specific procedures. The increased complexity may be justifi-
able in the long term when ATM is deployed more widely and
more sophisticated network management capabilities are
needed.
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